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In early rehabilitation of neurological patients, a safe mobilization and 
intensive sensorimotor stimulation are key factors for the therapeutic 
success. An early activation and stimulation of the patient ensure the 
optimum utilization of the neuroplasticity and recovery potential. 
Furthermore, it improves the patient’s communication and cooperation 
skills and counteracts secondary damage due to immobilization.

ErigoPro Early Rehabilitation with Robotic Mobilization 
and Functional Electrical Stimulation

+

Advantages of Early Rehabilitation with the Erigo
The Erigo o�ers a wide range of features and functions to enhance 
early rehabilitation of severe patients. It counteracts the negative e�ects 
of immobility and accelerates the recovery process with intensive 
sensorimotor stimulation.

Features and Functions
- Early and safe mobilization

- Enhanced cardiovascular output by cyclic leg loading

- Improved orthostatic tolerance using the Erigo FES

- Increased patient’s awareness

- Reduced time in acute care

- Excellent clinical usability

Early Rehabilitation with Robotic Mobilization
By providing a safe solution for early mobilization and accelerating 
the rehabilitation process, the Erigo is the ideal therapy device for 
training severely impaired neurological patients even in acute care.

Early and Safe Mobilization
The mobilization and verticalization of immobile patients with little or no capacity for 
interaction can be very demanding and challenging, especially in acute care, and can 
compromise the wellbeing of patients and therapists. The Erigo combines gradual 
verticalization with robotic movement therapy to ensure the necessary safety for the 
stabilization of the patient in the upright position. Due to the unique a�erent stimulation 
provided by the Erigo and the flexible harness, patients can be trained intensively and 
safely already in a very early stage of rehabilitation. Thereby, even with severely 
impaired neurological patients (e.g. vegetative state) the training with the Erigo can be 
induced e�ciently within a few days after onset.

Cyclic Leg Loading
Patients verticalized with the Erigo generally do not su�er a drop of blood pressure and 
thus have a reduced tendency to collapse. They tolerate the upright position better 
than patients treated on conventional tilt tables without a stepping function and cyclic 
leg loading (fig. 1 and 2). The Erigo o�ers robotic leg movement and physiological 
cyclic leg loading adjustable according to the patient’s capabilities.
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Prof. Dr. Leopold Saltuari – 
E�ciency in Early Treatment

“The Erigo o�ers the unique possibility to train patients 
with circulatory instability and limited cooperation in a 
very early phase of their rehabilitation process.”
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Erigo Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES)
The electrical stimulation is an established method for targeted 
muscle activation. Integrated into a robotic device for early 
rehabilitation for the first time, the Erigo FES o�ers further benefits 
and therapy options in clinical routine.

Electrical Stimulation
By adhering electrodes to the skin, nerve endings are stimulated with electricity causing 
a contraction and activation of muscles that cannot be controlled actively due to a 
neurological disfunction. Besides the positive e�ects on the cardiovascular system and 
the metabolism, electrical stimulation reduces long term consequences due to lack of 
muscle activity. Furthermore, it helps to decrease spasticity and improve the muscle tone. 
Synchronous stimulation of several muscles can further increase the physiological e�ects 
connected to muscle activity and induce functional movements. This is referred to as 
functional electrical stimulation (FES).

Erigo FES
The Erigo FES supports the stimulation of the patient and thereby also their cardiovascular 
stability during the early verticalization. It e�ciently supports the increase of blood flow 
in the patient’s lower extremities, which helps to maintain the stroke volume and blood 
pressure, therefore further improving the orthostatic tolerance (fig. 1 and 2). It has also 
been shown that the therapy with the Erigo FES improves the cerebral blood flow and the 
muscle strength in lower extremities (fig. 3 and 4). This can specifically support recovery 
of leg muscle function.

The Erigo FES is fully synchronized with the robotic leg movements. Up to eight FES 
channels can be operated easily by the therapist on the touchscreen of the Erigo and 
adjusted according to the patient’s motor abilities.
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Increased Awareness and Faster Recovery
The therapy with the Erigo does not only show positive e�ects on the 
patient’s consciousness but also reduces complications associated 
with immobility in general. Hence it supports a faster recovery and 
therapy progress.

Increased Patient’s Awareness 
Clinical experience has shown that the unique a�erent input provided by the Erigo can 
have a positive e�ect on the patient’s consciousness, body awareness and intestinal 
activity. Having an increased awareness, the patient can actively participate in the 
therapy with the Erigo as well as in those that can be combined with it, such as speech 
therapy or mobilization of upper extremities. This leads to a faster recovery of 
communication and cooperation skills, which are important for further rehabilitation.

Reduced Time in Acute Care
An early mobilization supports not only the recovery of patients, but also has a positive 
e�ect on the cost-e�ciency by reducing the time spent in acute and hospital care. It 
has been shown that early physical therapy reduces time spent in intensive care, the 
length of hospitalization and hence in average the overall therapy costs.7, 8 These 
e�ects can be further increased with the Erigo, as it helps in reducing medical 
complications associated with immobility and relieves the strain on the therapist.
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Clinical Success with the Erigo

In its department of clinical neurosciences, the Centre 
Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois (CHUV) treats di�erent 
health problems, traumas and diseases associated with the 
brain, spinal cord and nerves. Its Unit of Acute 
Neurorehabilitation is formed by an interprofessional team 
of experts who treat these patients within a specific 
neurosensory rehabilitation program. All patients with 
neurologic lesions are supported according to an 
assessment of their potential for rehabilitation and their 
therapy goals following the acute care. The Erigo is used 
during the whole treatment process, starting in acute care, 
to improve the patient’s awareness as well as sensorimotor 
function by intensive early mobilization. The CHUV is one of 
the international clinical partners, who provide Hocoma with 
important clinical expertise and scientific insights in order to 
help improve the Erigo.

Easy Integration into Clinical Routine
Due to its compact and flexible design, the Erigo is a mobile device 
that can be used for training in intensive care, high dependency 
units as well as in the usual patient or therapy rooms.

Excellent Clinical Usability
The Erigo o�ers a safe training with direct contact and the possibility of constant 
interaction with the patient. Hospital equipment such as patient monitoring systems 
can be safely attached to the included standard rails. Further benefits include therapy 
control via an intuitive user interface on a touchscreen, adjustable height of the Erigo 
for a safe patient transfer, electronic adjustment of leg length as well as the flexible 
one-sized patient harness system.

Erigo® Product Line
The Erigo product line includes two di�erent products, the ErigoPro and the ErigoBasic, 
both covering individual needs of patients, therapists and hospitals.
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